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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

by Kent W. Colton 

The use of computer'technol.ogy by the police has expanded rapidly 

since the mid-1960s. A number of factorr. have fueled this growth. Given 

the labor-intensive nature of police work and the tradition of devoting 

only a very small percent,age of departmental resources to research and 

development, interest focused in the 1960s on improving police services 

by allocating dollars for equipment and technology. Recommendations from 

the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 

Justice (The Crime Commission) s.uggested that technology might be an 

important tool for pol ice work, and federal funding from the Law Enforce

ment Assistance Administration (LEAA) provided added resources to purchase 

such equipment. The pressure from vendors to sell their product -

heightened a~ the Vietnamese war ended and technology-oriented industries' 

sought to increase their domestic market -~ contributed to the expansion 

of computer~related innovations. 

A number of unanswered questions about ,the use of this technology 

remain. Critics claim that much of the money has been wasted and that 

such innovations do not significantly increase the. efficiency or effective-' 

ness of crime control. Advocates are more optimistic that the costs are 

justified. However, although considerable attention has been devoted in 

the police literature to promoting technology» surprisingly little has been 

written about its implementation. Despite prestigious recommendations 

from the Crime Commission, the process of introducing change requires more 

than directives from the top. Important behavioral and power relations are 
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·.involved and the. law enforcement community must address such questions as: 

how are decisions to implement technol.ogy made; how do various groups within 

th~ police react; and what impacts result? Such questions address the 

consequences and the diffusion of innovation. 

Wit~ these issues in mind, this report has examined the use of computer 

technology by the police in the United States. Our three objectives were: 

. (1) To document the current use and evolution of computer 

technology; 

(2) To analyze the implementation of such innovations in 

law enforcement; and 

(3) To assess the impact of computer-related' 

technology. 

In addressing such concerns, researchers probe for understanding· and 

explanations. Answers and relationships sometimes appear~ but often results 

uncover new questions and the process of inql.,liry continues. Some of the 

issues raised in this report have clear answers--for example, those per

taining to the use and change of computer innovation. Answers to other 

questions·--particularly those on the implementation and impact of technology 

--are less straightforward. In some cases the data are inadequate to reach 

a conclusion; in others, even if better data were available, a final opinion 

would depend on perspectives and value judgments. 

More important, although computer technol~gy is here to stay and ex

panding, it would be a mistake to think such innovations will playa major 

role (at least in the short run) in revolutionizing the police or many of 

the major issues they face. Law enforcement, to a large extent, is deter-
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mined by the conditions of our society and its people. l Crime and law 

enforcement have a mom'entum of their own. Computer technology may have a 

marginal role in influencing and shifti~g relationships, but the major law 

enforcement issues must be resolved in the context of society as a whole. 

With these cavea'ts in mind it is possible to begin to determine where 

computer technology is now and where it might be headed. It is not enough 

for advocates to refer to.particular success stories or for critics to claim 

that hardware innovations have failed to reduce the crime rate. First, we 

must identify and classify how police use computer technology and how this 

use has evolved over time. Based on this classification, we can begin to 

assess implementation and impact. To analyze impact, though, a 

framework for evaluation is necessary. There is a wide ra.nge of issues to 

be addressed, and at least four levels of questions have been examined in 

this study: 

1. Does the application work? That is, does it stay in 

operation for a period of years, and does it meet the 

objectives that were specified at the time of implement

ation? 

2. What have been th,~ technical impacts of technology through 

changes in the input, processing, or output of information? 

For example, does it provide lower costs of processing 

data, availability of new or better information, greater 

speed of processing, or ~ider collection or distribution 

of information? 

1. For a discussion of this position see James Q. Wilson, Thinking'About 
Crime, (New York: Basic Books, 1975). 
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3. What have been the service impacts, if any? How has the 

application affected the tasks and services of the police? 

$ince technical impacts provide no measure of changes in 

performance, the evaluation of service impacts must seek 

·to examine the process and results of technological inno-
. 2 

vatlOns. 

4. Have there been. any power shifts through changes in the 

structure of decision making? Does technology affect . 

internal balances of power? For example, does it provide 

greater centralization or aecentralization, s~ifts of power 

to higher-level officers, loss of electoral power to the 

bureaucracy, or loss of ind'ividual control over information 

that impinges on priv~cy? 

2. In evaluation research a range of evaluatiun measures have been identi
fied to review impact. In this study at least two levels of service im
pacts have been useful: process measures and results measures. "Process 
measures" refer to changes in the process of delivering public services 
such as changes in the time it takes to answer the telephone because of a 
new communications system or changes in the time required to provide the 
police officer with information about a stolen car or wanted person. The 
emphasis with process measures is on efficiently delivering services with 
an improving ratio between inputs and outputs. "Results measures," on the 
other hand are more interested in the actual effectiveness and quality of 
innovations in terms of their impact 'on police service. Telephone calls 
may be answered mO're rapidly, but what difference does it make. If infonna
tion is delivered to the officer in the field in seven seconds, what is .the 
result. Because ttiey move from simp.ly quantity'of service to quality, re-
sults measures are often difficult to establish and more costly to 
collect. For one discussion of measuring performance of public programs 
see Robert N. Anthony and Regina E. Herzlinger Management Control 1n 
Nonprofit Or.ganizations, (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1975), 
especially Chapters VI and XII. 
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This report has not been 'able to answer all of these questions 

concerning each application of computer technol.ogy. Still, such 'a frame

work provides a useful beginning for review. The questions are more than 

monetary factors as to whether the benefits justify the costs. Because 

of the fragmentary nature of poli ce work and the variety of styles of 

police behavior, the circumstances in each police department differ. Some 

have put up more resistance than other, and some achieve, greater success 

than others. Although this report will try to draw general conclusions, 

ultimately costs and benefits depend on individual goals, priorities and 

structures. 

Using this four-part 'framework for evaluation, the Executive Summary 

is divided into five sections covering the use and implementation of com

puter technol.ogy. The first section will review the use and evolution of 

information technology; the second wi 11 assess routine computer 

applications; and the third will analyze computer technology in selected 

nonroutine uses. The fourth section will discuss the implementation of 
. 

tech.nol.ogy in the law enforcement environment; and the fifth will include 

some final thoughts about impact and implementation.. The Appendix to the 

summary outlines a'series of recommendations to the LEAA regarding the use 

and implementation of computer technology. 
,) . 

A. The Use and Evolution of Computer Technology by the Police 

.. 

The first real-time police computer system in the U.S. was installed 

in the St. Louis Police Department in the mid-1960s. Since then the 

growth of computer technology by the police has been widespread. However, 

surveys conducted as part of this.study in 1971 and 1974 revealed that 
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implementation has been s:lower than expected~ The 1974 survey was mailed 

to all u.s. police departments in cities with populations over 50,000. 

Of the 326. (80 percent) that responded, 193 '(5'6 percent) were using com

puters. Although this was an increase of 12 percent over 1971 responses, 

it was only about half the growth p\"edicted by the earlier survey. 3 

Some of the difference may be explaim~d by a sl,ight variation in 

response rate between the two studi es and by varyi,ng interpretati ons of 

survey questions. But, more important, estimates of future, growth tend 

to be overly optimistic. The slower rate may also indicate that some 

pol i ce departments are taki,ng a more 'careful and sophisti cated approach 

to computer use. A healthy pragmatism'-- and sometimes even skepticism --

exists in many departments. 

1. ~he range6f't6~p~t~t~se. As pa rt of the survey, po 1 ice depa rt-

ments wi th ('.:;illputers were asked to identify which of 24 applications they 

were using- The 24 .applications were grouped into eight areas: police 

patrol and inquiry, traffic, police administration, crime statistical 

files, miscellaneous operations, resotirce allocation, criminal investiga

tion and C':orrmand and control. (See Figure 1.) 
t ' 

In evaluati~g use and impact, a useful distinction can be made between 

routine and nonroutine applications of computer technology. Routine appli

cations involve the relatively straightforward, repetitive manipulati,on and' 

inquiry of prescribed data, often by means of a definite procedure. The 

same manipulation was usually done by hand before the advent of the computer. 

3. The 1971 and 1974 leMA surveys were designed by the author'~ 
administered by the International City Management Association (ICMA). 
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Technology simply makes the process quicker and easier. For example, 

although police patrol and inquiry applications are technically advanced 

and provide rapid retrieval of information to the field offi.cer, such 

inquiry' systems are relatively straightforward and the tasks can be 

labelled routine. Other routine application areas comprise traffic files, 

crime statistical files, police administration, and miscellaneous opera

tions, as ~igure 2 illustrates. 

Nonroutine applications are mor~ elusive to define. In this area, 

the machine becomes a tool for decision-making, strategic planning, and 

man-machine interaction. There are rio absolute methods for handling 

problems, either because the area is complex or because they require 

custom-tailored treatment. The'human decision-maker plays a vital role in 

judgment, evaluation, and insight. Nonroutine application areas in law 

enforcement include resource allocation, invest,igation of crime, and 

command and control, including amo.ng others, computer-aided dispatch and 
. , 

automatic vehicle monitoring. (See Figure 2.) 

Rather than viewing routine and nonroutine categories as sharply 

distinct classi fi cati ons, though, they shoul d be r.egarded ,as converging 

from opposite ends of a spectrum. As applications move toward the non

routine end of' the spectrum, systems design becomes more intricate, and 

behavioral, personality, and organizational considerations become more 

significant. Several applications fall between two ·extremes. The best 
.' 

example is crime statistical files, which, though generally routine in 
~ : 

collection and processing, provide the basic data for a number of non

routine activities, such as resource allocation. Command and control 

applications also have both routine and nonroutine dimenstidns .. 
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~i9ure 01 

Computer Application Uses 

Application areas 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Traffic 

Police Administration 

Crime stati sti ca" fi 1 es 

Miscellaneous operations 

Resource allocation 

Criminal inves~igation 

Command and control 

00 00::: :C6mputerOapplications 

Warrant file 
Stolen property file 
Vehicle registration file 

- 0 

Traffic accident file 
Traffic citation file 
Parkipg violation file 

Personnel records 
Budget analysis and forecasting 
lnoventory control file 
Vehicle fleet maintenance 
Payroll preparation 

Crime offense file 
Criminal arrest file 
Juvenile criminal activity file 

Intelligence compilation file 
Jail arrests 

I 

Police patrol allocation and distribution 
Police service analysis 
Traffic patrol allocation and distribution 

Automated field interrogation reports 
Modus operandi of; le 
Automated fingoerprint fi le 

Computer-aided dispatching 
Geographic location file 
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I=:i gure 2 . 

Routine and Nonroutine Uses of Police Computer Technology 

Routine •• : . : ••••• : • " ... c ••• :Noriroutine . 

Po"lice patrol and inquirya

Traffic applications - - -

Miscellaneous operations 

<- ..:. -

<- - - - -

- > 

- > 

.;. > 

Command and control [including 
computer-aided dispatch 
and automatic vehicle 
monitoring] 

Criminal investigation 

Crime statistical files 

Police administration - - - - > 
, 

<- - -'- Resource allocation 

a. The dotted arrows reflect the fact that routine and nonroutine 
categories are not sharply defined classifications. Rather, they 
should be regarded as convergin~ from opposite ends of a spectrum.:" 
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2. The evolution of computer technology. The growth of computer 

use by the police may be divided into four periods: 1960-1966, 1967-

1971, 1971-1974, and 1974-1977. The primary uses of the computer 

between 1960 and 1966 were in the routine areas of traffic, police 

administration, and crime statistical files. In fact, by the end of 

1966, traffic and police administration applications represented 54 

percent of the total computer use. .. 

However, between 1967 and 1971 shifts in emphasis occurred in the 

use of computers. Though traffic, administration, and criminal statis

tics appl icati ons experienced strongdeve lopment, even more stri king 

was the tremendous growth in police patrol and inquiry applications. 

Such inquiry uses increased sevenfold between 1967 and 1971. By 1971, 

almost one-fifth of all reported police computer use was devoted to 

-the rapid retrieval of information on outstanding warrants, stolen 

property, or vehicle registration. In the late sixties, one nonroutine 

area of computer technology -- resource allocation -- received increas

ing attention. In absolute numbers, resource allocation still repre

sented only a small fraction of total police computer operations at the . . 
end of 1971, but its greater than sixfold increase between 1966 and 

1911 suggested that it would soon become a major application 

area. 

Between 1971 and 1974, significant variations appeared between the 

computer use anticipated by poli'.:e and actual implementation. By 1974 

four of the five most common application areas were routine. In each 

case, though, actual implementation was significantly 1~ss than predic-

ted. Resource allocation was the only area, routine o\r nonroutine, in 

which the predicted use level was actually met and surpassed. The 1971 
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survey results.pred;cted that by 1974 12 percent of all computer appli~ 

caticns would be in theresoLirce allocation'area; the actual percent.age 

was 16. An additional survey question in both 1971 and 1974 asked 

police departments to ri'lnk the relative importance of different compu

ter applications. There was little shift between the two years, and 

in both 1971 and 1974 resource allocation applications were ranked 

first (F,igure 3). 

In two other nonroutine applications -- criminal investigation 

and computer-aided dispatch -- 1971-1974 use fell far below initial 

expectations. In 191'1, survey responses predicted that 9.5 percent of 

all computer applications would be in criminal investigation by 1974, 

but the actual perc6t1tage was only 4.7. Similarly, 61 departments 

predicted that they would implement a computer-aided dispatch system 

by 1974. However, only 15 such systems had been installed by 1974 

-- less than 1 percent of the total computer applications. The 

. general failure of departments to acquire such systems despite earlier 

ambitions reflects the difficulty, time, and costs involved in 

imp1ementi,ng such applications. 

Based on estimates for 1974-1977, similar patterns seem likely in 

the future. Many routine uses, which are still far more widespread 

than nonroutine applications, have evolved since the early 1960s. Non

routine applications are also receiving increasing attention, although 

implementation has been slower than predicted, and a number of such uses 

are still in the planning and testing stages. Resource allocation 

continues to be the primary nonroutine computer use that has been 

consistently implemented across the country. 

After a decade and a half of uSe the computer, with all its 
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Fi gure 3 

Importance of Computer Applications in 1971 and 1974, 
As Ran ke d by Po 1 i ce Oepa rtme n ts 

.-&.- -~ . \" -.. .... .~ .•. 

. Application area Average ranking of importancea 

Police patrol and inquiry 

Criminal investigation 

Police resource allocation 

Traffic 
6.7 / 
7.3 

police administration 

Crime statistical files 

Computer-aided dispatch 

Misce1laneo~s operations 

O' 5 10 15 20 25 30 35' 40 45 50 

aRanking is based on the average number of times applications were 
selected by police departments as one of their three most important 
applications. 
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interesti.ng implications. a.nd problems, ha.s unquestionably become a permanent 

part of law enforcement technology. The issue now is how computer 

technol.ogy wi 11 be used and with what impa.ct .. 

B~ Routine Applications 

In analyzing police computer use routine applications (including appli

cations for police patrol and inquiry, traffic activities, police admir.is~ 

tration and miscellaneous operations) will be examined" against the four

part framework for evaluation outlined earlier in the chapter, even though 

the data are limited. 

Although results vary greatly, routine applications have often suc

ceeded at the first level of evaluation--successful operation and meeting 

objectives. Numerous police patrol and inquiry applications and crime 

statistical files are working around the country today, as shown in Chapter 

III. For example, seven-second retriev.al of information to the officer in 

the street has been a reality in Kansas City, Los Angeles, and .~ 

other police departments for a number of years. On the other hand, as the 

1974 survey results indicate, the rate of implementation has been slower 

than expected; and even with routine uses of computer technology, the suc

cess varies significantly among police departments, often because of human 

rather than technical considerations, Furthermore, large resources from 

the LEAA have in some cases served as a "seductive stimulant" for police 

departments to get involved with computer technology in the absence of an 

intrinsic desire for understanding. As one police data processing 

manager put it, !'Millions of dollars hcwe been spent, but there's still an 

awful lot of garbage coming out of police computer systems." A'lthough no 
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one knows how much waste and misuse exists, police computer hardware 

has undoubtedly been sold to police departments who don't know how to use 
~ 

it or for nonessential applications. 

At the second level of evaluation--technical impacts--computer technol

ogy has provided a number of positive benefits. In at least some depart

ments extensive amounts of new or better information are availabie more 

rapidly for broader distribution, although, again, results vary among police 

agencies. Real-time information is not only available to the officer in 

the field~ but also traffic~ police administration, and crime statistical 

records are more accessible. However, technical benefits do not address 
-

how information is actually used, nor do they measure 

changes in police performance. As far as this report is concerned, the 
" 

more important questions relate to service impacts. 

At the service impact level~ though~ the information available is less 

clear. In reviewing more narrow process oriented measures of efficiency, 

a number of routine applications have improved service to the public and 

shown to be cost-effective. Although full-scale analyses of costs and 
", 

benefits were not covered in this pt'oject, illustrations of the process 

service benefits were discussed in Chapter III. In Tulsa, Oklahoma, an 

additional $180,000 in estimated revenue was returned after the first year's 

operation of a new automated traffic citation system. In Long Beach, Cali

fornia, membership in an automated want/warrant system in the Los Angeles 

area increased the number of 1970 warrant arrests 31.5 percent over'1969 

figures. In Kansas City, Missouri, the ALERT (Automated Law Enforcement 

Response Team) system was installed in 1969,' and the number of monthly 

inquiries per police officer concerning stolen cars or wanted persons rose 

from 36 in January 1970 to 90 by r~ay 1971, and in 1975 police officers were 
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averaging 250 inquiries per o~ficer per month, In Oakland, California, 

after digital computer termi_na1s were installed in half the patrol cars 

in .1971 and 1972, units with terminals in their cars made more than 

seven times as many information requests, received more than three times 

as many IIpossib1e hits,1I and were three times as productive in warrant 

arrests and vehicle recoveries .as nonequipped units. 

However, when one exami nes the actual servi ce results or effecti veness 

of suchnonroutine applications, several unexpected impacts and influences 

become evident. For example, the Kansas City Chief of Police reported that 

after installing their ALERT system,·one of the most advanced police patrol 

and i~quiry systems in the country, the police department experienced an, 

overload of police officers making stolen car checks, thereby creating a 

potential manpower drain and shifting concentration from other vital police 

tasks such as preventive crime patrol. In addition, it is extremely diffi

cult to measure the effectiveness of technological innovations in combatting 
, ..... . 

crime. Crime statistics are a product of a wide range of influences ~such as 

time of day, season, weather, unemployment and economic condition, neighbor

hood development patterns, political activity, community uDrest, and report

i.ng requirements. Relating the use of routin,e technol~gica1 inno.vations to 

changes in crime stati sti cs requi res an enormous and unwarranted 111 eap of 
I . 

fai tho II A number of eval uati ons of techno logy have attempted to relate the 
) 

impact of such innovations to crime' pattern changes. It is the conclusion 

of this report that such efforts are wasted, and we are far better off 

to simply admit the difficulty of trying to correlate technological, 

or for that matter, many other law enforcement changes, with broad. 

social indicators of crime. Further, even if we discard. crime as a yard

sti ck and try to eval uate performance based on other measures of pqJ ice 
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activity, there is always the risk that undue emphasis will be given to 

those indicators which can be most easily measured--such as the number of 

car checks or arrests for stolen -Pl"operty. 

Finally, as far as service impacts are concerned, it seems that routine 

computer uses by the police have almost entirely been devoted to the crime 

control and law enforcement functions of the police. In Chapter I it was 

pointed out, though, that 'only a small portion of police time was devoted to 

law enforcement activities (burglary in progress, check on car, make an 

arrest, etc.) and that' the large majority was devoted to service (personal 

requests, animals, ambulance calls, utility problems, accidents, lost or 

found property, etc.) or order maintenance activities -(family trouble, gang 

disturbances, neighborhood trouble, fights, etc.). By over-

emphasizing the appl ication of technology on crime control, law enforcement 

agencies neglect possible applications to 

social service activities, for example computer files to assist with re

ferral information, medical assistance, or listings of agencies and names 

of people who might provide social service assistance. Some police agencies 

have already devoted attention to such applications, but if departments 

were to compare the dollars allocated for computer technology in each of 

the three areas of police activity--service, order maintenance, and law 

enforcement--to the actual time spent by officers in the street in these 

three areas, a shifting and reordering of priorities might result. 

In the fourth area of evaluation--power impacts--the results of com-

puter technology are the fuzzi est. Individuals could potentially lose 

control of personal information, so safeguards to assure privacy~ __ and 
. ---

security are necessary. Further, computer technology may' shift power with-

in police departments, allowing those who are more quantitatively and 
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technologically orien~ed to .gain influence. (Th'e implications of such 

shifts will be discussed iD the final section of the chapte·r.) 

C~ Nonroutine Applications 

Although the service and.powershifts of routine computer applications 

raise certain questions and concerns, in general, in ~erms of operational 

performance and technical impact, a number of routine app1ica~ions have been 

3uccessful. However, nonroutine uses of computer technology bring greater 

complexity both in terms of implement?tion and evaluation. In this report 

case studie~ have been conducted in two areas of nonroutine use:-re,source 

allocation and command and control. Each will be dis<:usse.d below. 

1. Resource allocation. Insurv~ys in bot.h 1971 and.1974, police 
. ~ ... 

departments considered resource allocation to be their most important area 
4 ' • I 

of computer use. Resource allocation was also the only area in which the 
,4 ~ .. ~ ; ,,'" • ~' 

number of applications reported in the 1974 survey actually exceeded 1.971 
I' • ~ • ; 

~ , " 

predictions. All police departments must make deployment decisions and . .. , . . '. " . ~ , 

the interest in the ~se of techno10gy,~0 aid in this a110cation process is 

growing. However, the interest in automated police deployment sJlOu1d be" . "," .;" . . 

placed in, the context of a real istic understanding of the law enforc.er.nent. . . 

enVironment. First,.the resour~e allocation. applications noted in the sur-
, , '. . , , .. , ~.,.. 

veys genera1y refer- to using t.abulati~nsof crime .staJ:.:is~ics .to de~ermine. 

deployment, not to more sophisticated models; and even where mode1jng 
• •• • • ., :" : ,,', ~ ,J. ' .. 

efforts have been tried, many of the cases have met with only limited 
,...-' ~ 

success. 

In the 1974 survey, 147, poli.c~departments chflracterized their-.re~our.j::e .. - " ' '. 

a110~ation process. seventy (48 percent) indicated that they use no . 
• " ',' . . " : " .. , ' .,. ,:.1.'" .' . > 
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mathematical techniques in deciding how best to deploy their patrol 

force. Fifty (34 percent) indicated that they rely on some version of a 

hazard or quantitative formula for distributing resources. 4 Only 27 (18 

percent) indicated that they used an advanced mathematical method, such as 

a computer simulation or another computer-aided resource allocation ap

proach. In those departments which reported they were not using a mathe

matical method, though, more than half (60 percent) said they were using 

a computer to collect and store information for police service analysis. 

In other words, police use computers to keep track of law enforcement 

statistics and in a number of cases these data are undoubtedly used to 

assist in resource allocation decisions. However, th~ number of modeli~g 

projects is limited. 

The case studies in this report have demonstrated the difficulty of 

actually irnplementing more advanced resource allocation techniques in police 

patrol operations. In St. Louis the use of the computer model that was 

implemented in the late 1960s is now purely optional, and no dis-

trict captains currently request computer-generated reports. The command 

staff and the Board of Police Commissioners are essentially doi.ng nothing 

to encourage use of the system by other commanders. In Boston, the pro

posed deployment techniques utilizing computer modeling were dropped 

\ 
\ 

4. A hazard formula identifies a series of factors that are felt to be 
significant in determining the demand for police patrol service. Generally, 
an attempt is then made to deploy un~ts so that each sector has about the 
same hazard values. Most departments simply determine the anticipated work 
load, but some have more sophisticated approaches that entail the computa
tion of total service times or consider a number of additional factors. 
Some of the most commonly used factors in calculating the hazard value of 
an area include the number of crimes against persons, total of all crimes, 
calls for service, population, juvenile delinquency, accidents and aided 
cases~ school ,crossings, and licensed premises. 

-, 
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several years ago, and questjons have been raised within the police depart

ment concerning the manual_resource allocation procedures that were imple-

mented. 

Of the three cases reviewed in this report, the Los Angeles Police 

Depat'tment (LAPD) has the only resource ailocation system utilizing computer 

technology which is actually operating and established as a part of its 

deployment process. The first level of evaluation--having an operating 

system--has been met. However, even there, the objectives of the resource 

allocation project were substantially modified. The LEMRAS/ADAM deployment 

model was dropped in 1974 to be replaced by the ADAM historical reporting 

syst~m which was implemented in June, 1975. The current ADAM package no 

longer includes forecasts of future needs, and deployment recommendations 
.; 

are based on manual calculations using computer generated reports of histor-

ical data. The LAPD has achieved technical benefits in terms of reducing 

the manpower required to analyze workloads and to calculate deployment 

plans, but many of the service impacts are still unclear, for example', in 

terms of responding without del ay to call s-for-service. Finally: one of 

the original service objectives of the LEMRAS/ADAf4 system, improved crime 

prevention, has been virtually abandoned. 

Efforts in police departments to utilize computer technology in re-

. source allocation go far beyond the St. Louis, Boston and Los Angeles case 

studies examined ih this report .. The modeling techniques used in\these 

three cases are now outdated, and improved models have been developed .. For 

exampl e, as ,discussed in .Chapter VII, .a number of projects are currently , . 
. . . . i .' . 

underway to implement the Patrol. CarAJ;location Model (peAM) "and the!-lyper-

cube r~odel. These models. 'allow the. user. to' identify a-,'widerange of per-~ 

fon~ance measures--for example, me~n tra~el tim~s to vario~s locations, 
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workload balances, response.to calls-.for-service and other dispatchi.ng 

strategies--and based on the relative importance of these ~arious measures, 

alternati,ve'deployment strategies are provided. As a consequence, some of 

the objections in St. Louis and Los Angeles--that those modeling efforts did 

not consider enough of the relevant factors--have been overcome. The actual 

~esults of most of these efforts still must be evaluated, though. Further, 

the implementation problems encounter;ed in the three cases in this report 

do not seem to be isolated instances. Rather, there is strong evidence that 

such difficulties are commonplace. For example, according to a 1975 report 

by the RAND Corporation that examined a number of attempts to implement 

comp~ter models in the criminal justice area: "Through a series of inter

views with model builders and personnel in agencies that attempted to imple

ment models, a picture of the implementation process was o~tained. In 

general, criminal justice models have failed to achieve any notable level 

of use for policy decisions. 1I5 

What can be said, then, about the various efforts to utilize computer 

technology in police re~ource allocations? Fiv~ conclusions have 

been drawn. 
! 

a. Many of the early predictions and promises concerning computer-

aided resource allocation systems have not come true, and our expectations 

for the future should be altered accordingly. At one time some advocates 

argued that the us~ of computers and technology might result in the almost 

daily reallocation of police units. An officer repor'ting for duty would 

5. J. Chaiken, T. Crabill, L. Holliday, D. Jaquett, M~ Lawless, and E. 
Quad'2, Criminal Justice ~10dels; An Overview, RAND Report R-1859-DOJ, 
(Santa ~10nica, Calif.: Rand COl"poration, October, 1975), pp. xii. 
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call in and be assigned to patrol or to answer calls in an area designated 

through the analysis of available data and the aid of modeling technology. 

It i.s apparent that this type of "fluid patl~olll is not going to 

occur· This is illustrated by the St. 

Louis experience. At one point in the St. Louis resource allocation, patrol 

beats we}~e changed every four hours, a practice long since 

abandoned for two reasons: behavioral factors worked stl"ongly against such 

shifts (which.wereconfusing and unsettling to the officer on patrol), and 

the benefits were qu-estionable, especially since workload needs did not 

seem to warrant such dramatic actio'n). 

Past experience, then, shoul~ appropriatelj temp~r our futureexp~cta-

tions. Rather than looking for the long-term implementation of computer 

aided resource' allocation to redesign pol ice deployment on a 

quarterly basis, we should expect the use of modeling techniques on a more 

limited, almost one-time basis, where police departments use'computer 

technology to redesign their patrol structure once and then wait for several 

years before using the model again. 

b. Many of the problems in implementing computer models 'are the result 

of behavioral· and organizational difficulties. Past experience has. 

shown both a misunderstanding of the nature and environment of technological 

change, and a failure to properly man~~e inn&vation. The case st~di~s in 

this report demonstrate the difficulty of getting police users involved in 

mor:lel ing efforts. Although the ADA~1/ LEMRAS system in Los Angel es' has been 

altered substantially since its inception in 1967, the ADAM historical 

reporting system is currently in operati9n, parti a 11y becaus(of -t~ 

sensitivity and ~pproach' of LAPD personnel.' . Chapter VII outlines .... 
" 

how the eventual 'approach in Los Angeles contrasted with the project 
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management efforts in St. Louis and Boston. Still, it took eight'years for 

changes to be made in Los Angeles which highlights viVidly ihe need for a 

long-term, timeframe, . the involvem,ent of command leadership, the con.:.. 

tinuity of personnel over time, and a ]lumber of other factors that will be 

dea'lth with in more detail later in this chapter. 

c. Despite past disappointments, police computer 

modeling efforts should not be abandoned. We should continue to seek im

provecf methods for pol ice resource allocation, but with a more real istic 

perspective. All pol,ice departments must deploy their resources 'in some 

manner or other. The two surveys in ~97l and 1974 demonstrated that there 

\'Ias an increased use of quantitative data in making manpower 

decisions. According to one chief 0'( police: "I used to feel that the only 

. criteria in police work was to ~et more officers on the ~treet. Now I have 

come to realize that other standards ,of performance should also be con

sidered.; There is more to resource allocation that seat-of-the-pants, 

observations. II If the .right criteria are built into the models, technology 

may assist in more effectively identifying and responding to future' needs,. 

Further, in order to develop PQli~e models, detailed review and analysis 

of the criminal justice system is required. Use of the technology may aid 

the operations of the police, not because the model per se will irnpr9ve. the 

system, b~t because law enforcement personnel may become more educated and 

involved in the decision-m~kingproc~ss. However, if· this education process 

is to be meaningful, it must be two-way, not only iJ1volving the model 

builders~ but extensiv~ly involving the model users as welli It is, difficult 
, , f, ~ • '. 

to involve law enforcement decision makers in such a process, not only be

cause of differences 'in style and approach, but becaus'e the complex' world of 

policy managementf?ces i,mmediate demands. The police commander·who,.faces 
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day-to-day decisions is often unable 'or unwilling to afford the luxury of 

model building and analysE. 

The last few years have seen the development of several new and more 

flexible approaches to computer-aided police deployment such as the Hyper-
, , 

cube or PCAM models, and in fact, according to recent estimates, since' 

September, 1975, 12 police de'partments have used, or are using PCAM (with 

an additional seven departments as possible future users), and approximately 

24 police departments have used or a're using the HyperclU:be ~1odei, at least 
. 

on an exper .. !:;~nta 1 bas is. 6 However; in designing and implementing such 

model s hopefully we can 1 earn from the past so that our expectati ons wi 11 

be realistic and we will remember that the quality of the outputs of'the' 
, ' 

model are highly dependent upon inputs, design, and aSs'Utl1ptions. 

d. As computer modeling work is continued, eval!l!lation is essential, 

and careful consideration should be given to a moresystemat1c program1:b 

evaluate such technology. Any claim about the impact oni performance of 

advanced deployment models will remain largely speculatiiv,e until more 'care-', 

fuV'research and evaluation is carried out. The time 'ffii.y'b'e appropr,ate~to 

develop a mo're systematic program of evaluation, and the Law Enforcement 

Assistance Administration should design sud!: anexperimen't to' 

test alternative resource allocation strategies. It 'is"only througn'such' 

an experiment that it can be determined whether" or to wh~l'!: 'degree, 

development a'nd implementation of such poli.ce technologyiswarr~nted:" If 

such evaluation is forthcoming, though, it rn~st be indejpenaer.:;' and pretest 

conditions'must'be analyzed, implementation monitored,'andth~~effects of 

6. Jan M. Chaiken, "Implementation of Emergency Servic~. Deployment Models 
in Operating Agencjes,"RAND Paper Series, Pap~~ Number P~5870, (Santa . 
r·1onica, Calif·: Rand Corporation, May, 1977)~ pp. 13-17. 
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the technology reviewed. The evaluation must be multi-disciplinal~y with 

attention paid to the local citizenry',s perception of changes in the over

all qua~ity of service in all three dimensions of police performance--law 

enforcement, service and order maintenance. However, the case studies have 

highlighted the inability to relate innovations to changes in crime 

statistics, and success or failure will need to be measured in other terms, 

such as evaluating the impact on workload distribution, the response to 

calls-for-service: and officer and citizen satisfaction. 

e. Finally, and perhaps most "important, there is no one best way 

to allocate law enforcement resources. Rather, there is a range of alter-

native strategies, and each implies a ~ifferent, sometimes subtle, set of 

consequences. The computer cannot prescribe the ideal method. When ero

barking on the implementation of innovation, it is important to review and 

understand the consequences of alternative policing strategies and tb 

realize that the use of technology is not value-free. The experience in the 

LAPD is. especially informative in demonstrating this point. Team policing 

and the" resource allocation model, ADAt4, represented two separate philo

sophies of police work. ADAM placed pr'lority on responding to cal1s-for

service, g~nerally irrespective of patrol beat assignments. Team policing 

focused on assigni.ng patrol officers to one area of'the city 

to prevent crime. The conflict apPeared when ADAM was imple-

mented il);>the team pol icing environment. The probl em was not the ADAM 

system, per se; rather! there were ·two different strategies involved, both 

with very different objectives. 

Any l~esource allocation system.is obviously based on "some .basic set of '--, criteria or decision rules used to d.eploypolice forces. Toobta'in the 

best t'~'ults a departmentrnust select x'ules compatible vJit!1' their basic 
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objectives. A department must be espeica11y careful in buying a prepro

grammed package from a vendor that nelies on a set of decision rules which 

are essentially unknown to the department. The result may be unexpected or 

yield the wrong consequences. Certain criteria--forexample, responding to 

ca1ls-for-service--may be given emphasis when, indeed, they do not have 

the highest priority. Emergency response to calls-far-service comprise only 

a small portion of the actual police work, yet itis possible that 

such measures can become primary criteria for allocating resources if de-

partments fail to take the time to think carefully about their deployment 

strategy. 

Earl ier it was stated that if the'; right criteria were used~· technology 

mi ght ass -j st in meeti ng future needs. . However, in depl oyi ng manpower, . 

no single criterion will bring magic results. Goals and objectiv'es 

vary, depending on the focus or emphasis; wh.ich is desired. There is more 

to police work than crime-related activities; service and order maintenance 

functions are also of,primary importance. Unless tha use of computer 

technology can reflect this insight,~"oyersights may develop and subtle and 

undesired impacts may arise. 

2. Command and control. The potential for automating aspects of 

police camnand and control operations were first pointed out by the Crime' 

Commission in 1967 .. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) systems provide:the 1 , 

framework for bringing together many. of-these,new tools through the partial 

automation of the call answering and dispatch process. 'Other command and 

control technological changes that have been considered or tried' include 

mobile and portable digital terminals to allow officers in the;st~et to 
--........ .. 

communicate digitally with headquarters, ,automatic vehicle location 

(AVL) and automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) systems toke.ep track of'the 
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location and monitor the status of police units,and 911 emergency telephone 
_ 7 

serVlces- 'A CAD system may include AVM or AVL systems, 911 tele-

phone service or mob"il doigitaJ terminals. 

Some of these innovations in command and control are routine; the 

technology basically 'replaces a previously manual activity such as with 

digital ter~minalsot, the automated tr,ansfer of information from the tele

phone operator to the dispatcher. However: CAD also provides the framework 

for a number of nonroutine activities, such as tracking and monitor~ng 

vehicle location, automatically timing ,the length of calls and raising a 

"flag ll if a call takes over a specified time (say 30 minutes), or providing 
-

new information to be used for management. Conlmand and control as discussed 

in this report, then, relates not only to dispatch deployment, but to the 

ability of police administrators to control and modify the manner in which 

police operations are conducted. 

This study documents four cases within the command and control area-

three CAD systems in New York City, San Diego, and Boston, and one AVM 

system in St. Louis. As such this report has only begun to examine the many 

dimensions of such innovations. First, the implementation of CAD will be 

reviewed, then AVM. 

a. Computer-Aided Dispatch. As reported earlier, the 1971 and 1974 

rCAM survey results indicated that the implementat'ion of CAD systems has 

been far slower than initial anticipations. As further confirmation, a 1975 

7. A d-jstinction has been drawn in 'this report between AVL and AVr~ systems. 
An AVM system provides a police dispatcher with real-time location estimates 
of each vehicle in a fleet and, through its monitoring function, provides 
additional vehicle stc.tus infO'l'mation (for example, lIin pursuit,U Uenroute 
to scene," etc.). An AVL system pravides ,only location estimates without 
additional status information. 
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study found that of the 135 police departments in jurisdictions with a popu

lation of more than 100,000, only atiout 10 percent had a CAD progra~.8 The 

use of CAD systems is just beginning,' and a number of obstacles have been 

encountered in the installation process. However, in San Diego and New York 

City working systems have been developed, although in Boston the problems 

,of introducing the new technology have been more significant. The successes 
., 

and failures of the three case studies provide seven insights for the future. 

First, it is possible to establish ongoing, operational CAD systems. 
-

The SPRINT system in New York City has been working since 1970' and the CAD 

. system' in San Diego has been operat'ing since 1975. Second, both cities 

experienced technical benefits such as increased information avai1ability~ 
... 

rapidity in matching addresses with geographic location, the ef~ 

fective transfer and recording of data in the dispatch process, and the 

retrieval of information from the dispatch system.' 

Third, in terms of process measures, both cities have ex~eiie~ced 

certain positive service impacts: telephone calls are answered and serviced 

more rapidly (telephone talk time in'San Diego has d~opped from 3 ~inutes

to 77 seconds, and the average time required to answer the telephone is 2.5 

seconds); standards can be set for communications and field backl.~gs 'UJew 

York City has met its standard of ans\'Iering 98 percent of telephone ca 11 s 

within 30 seconds; and air-time delay and field backlogs are monitored' and 

recorded); and the workload has been more evenly distributed within communi-' 

cations divisions .. However when it comes to measuring the actual service 

results attributed to CAD, the conclusions are inconclusive. In the New 

8. R. L. Sohn, et a1., Application of(computer-Aided Dispatch in Law-Enforc~
ment, An Introductory Planning Guide, Pasadena, California: ~Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, 1975), p. 3. 

I 
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York City and San Diego police departments there is a general feeling that 

dispatch time has been reduced, but the data are inadequate to prove or 

disprove such a hypothesis. Further, the police departments have essential-

ly not analyzed the CAD system's influence in such areas as im-

proving police productivity by enabling patrol officers to respond to more calls 

per shift or providing a better match between police service needs and 

available resources. Also, the impact of the ne\I/ technology on crime has 

not been evalua.ted (although, as poTntedout earlier, such a review of the 

influence on crime would have major limitations). 

Fourth, the power impacts of the CAD systems are also clouded. CAD 
-

systems highlight the importance of the dispatcher in the-delivery of 

police services: As greater information increases the ability of the dis

patcher to carry out his or her job, ·it also increases influence and power 

of communications personnel. In Boston some of the resistance to CAD 

technology resulted because of a fear of increasing the power of the dis-

patcher. Another potential-power shift' relates to the ability of police 

administrators to control and modify the manner in which police operations 

are carried out. Both the New York City and San Diego CAD systems provide 

a,wide range of new information to managers. A number of reports are 

regularly produced and distributed in'New York City,and in'San Diego lists 

of available reports are circulated to poli~e personnel- ~ith further 

documents.;provided upon request. Such data offer a rich potential -for the 

better management of ponce field resources and dispatch personnel and for 

bringing greater authority and control to police managers. However, the 

ultimate impact will depend on the ability of law enforcement administrators 
., ~ ~ ~ 

to an~lyze and use t~is information effectively as a resource~ 
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The question remains, then, as to whether the benefits of CADj'ustify 

the costs. Although the expenses of much. of this technology seem high, 

when placed 'in the overall context of the costs of police opel"ations, the 
, . 

comparative. magnitude of the dollars' seems to diminish. In New York City, 

fO)" example, the annualized cost's for developing and operating the SPRINT 

system are about $2.7 million: Because the 1975 police budget in New York 

City was approximately $625 million, this means that 4/iOths of 1 percent 

of the'annual budget was devoted to.the CAD system. 9 

In both New York City and San Diego technical and service benefits have 

been achieved to help offset such costs, and it seems highly likely that the 

use Qf CAD systems will continue to expand. Whether their full potential 

is achieved, though, will depend on the skills of the man.agement personnel. 

Police chiefs have seldom considered themselves as managers in the past; 

rather, their responsibility has been to balance pressures within and with

out the city and to promote the need for law enforcement and police're-' 

sources_ Consequently, it is still .. unclear as to whether they or'their , 

assistants will be able to channel the;potential technological tal~nts of 

the computer to do more than simply perform routine operations. 

The fifth conclusion from the three. CAD· cases po'ints to the complexity' 

and.importance of implementation. In Boston a number of factors were idenfi

fied which contributed to the problems of installing a CAD system in the· 

police department: lack of involvement by career department personnel in 

in formulating the program; prohibition of outside consultants from' 

9. Stated in another way, the costs of ~perating SPRINT are roughly equiv
alent to maintaining 10 police patrol units on an annu~) basis. '(Cost esti
mates are discussed in more detail in Chapter IX.) 
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working closely with department staff and field personnel who would use the 

new system, and lack of progress reviews with field personriel. Police 
,~ 

officers ~r~ often suspicious of chHnge, and CAD has the potential for 

huge modifications in police operations. Where possible police must be in 

volved in identifying the need and designing the operation of technological 

innovations. It is possible that the CAD system in Boston will someday be

come fully operational, but first, behavioral, technic~l, and politic~l 

obstacles must be overcome .. In San Diego great care was made to train 

personnel and to involve dispatchers and operational officers in the design 

of the new system, and this approach certainly contributed to their apparent 

succ,ess. Even in San Diego, though, the primary problems to date relate to 

behavioral difficulties (such ~s boredom, monotony, and the isolation 

of the personnel in the communications center from the rest Of the 

police department). A special gO-hour training program was developed 

for telephone and dispatch operators but in 1976 personnel shortages 

forced the department to rely on on-the-job training instead, at least in 

the short run. 

Sixth, the relationship between the user and the. vendor must be clearly 

defined and perf~rmance standards for CAD technology must be specified. Al

though San Diego had a very clear set of vendor specifications in the re

quest for proposal for the CAD system, the Boston proposal lacked the same 
, 

clarity and misunderstandings inevitably developed. In the long run, both 

the police and the vendors of technology will benefit from a clear frame

work and set of standards and specifications. In fact, it is the conclusion 
, j, f , " 

of this report that effective implementation necessitate~ such standards. 

Seventh, and finally, the time is ?ppropriate fof a more thor6ugh 

eva i ua t i on of CAD technology in the 1 aw enforcement communi ty .. Although 
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some systems are still in operation, others have met wi th only i imfted suc

cess and the reality is far below initial expectations. Still the interest 

in CAD among law enforcement agencies ~ppears to be high, and a number of 

vendors are out actively promoting their products, sometimes with-

out standards, checks and balances. The LEAA should consider funding a 

thorough evaluation of such technology 'to identify both the advantages: and 

problems that have occurred to date and to outline a clear set of perform-

ance standards for users and vendors i~ c6nsid~ring th~ imple-

mentation of a new CAD system. Such an evaluation could play an important 

role in the process of technolo~y ira~sfer (or non transfer) both in terms 

of real i sti ca 11 y educa ti ng interested >depa rtments in the benefi ts arid the 

costs of such innovations and in terms of identifying possible "pools of 

resources II to aid in the transfer process. 

b. Automatic Vehicle r~onitorin'g. The application of AVM highlights a 

number of addit~ional dimensions in the evaluation of compute'y.'technology 
• 

related to police command and control. In analyzing the St. Louis expe~f

ment, four objectives were reviewed: (1) reduction in voice-band cci~gestion 

through digital communications, (2) response time reduction, (3) improved 

officer safety, and (4) increased command "and contro'l" capabfl ities .. 'The' 

evaluation in Chapte0 XI of this rep~rt reviews only the Phas~ I" ~VM'~xp~ri

ment in one police district in St. Louis, District 3. (The Phase II <city

wide implementation of the system was ~underway as'of 1977.) Based' on the 

Phase I experience, though, only one 6:f th~ initial four objectives-

digital communication--has achieved pdsitive results. Although the level 

of voice-band congestion was not materially changed through 'the use of the 

digital communication components of the AVr~~ystem (cal1~d FLAIR), 'the 

system experienced high usage, allowed a<fa~ greater ncimb~~ cif 



communications between the field and the dispatch center, provided both 

field officers and dispatchers with greater communications flexibility, and 

was generally accepted positively by officers in the field. 

Regarding response time, the Phase I AVM tests did not support the 

expected reduction in response time. Although further careful review is 

needed during Phase II, current evidence does not suggest that savings in 

travel time due solely to AVM will significantly improve police operations 

or reduce costs. This is particular1y true when one realizes that little 

is known about the relationship between response time and apprehension 

probability,lO and that in an urban environment, travel time as a component 

of total system response time rarely exceeds about 50 percent of total 

system response time. Thus, a 10 percent reduction in travel time is not 

likely to decrease total system response time by more than 5 percent. 

Since a ~ignificant amount of time often passes before a crime is even 

reported to the police, this further dilutes the impact of a travel time 

reduction due to AVM. ll 

Regarding improved officer safety, the St. Louis AVM system includes a 

special feature to alert the dispatcher visually and audibly that an officer 
J 

has pushed a button indicating that he or she is in trouble. However, ' \ 

during Phase I the rate of cars that were IIlostll or mislocated by the system 

was so high that the confidence of patrol officers in the emergency aspects 

10. Two studies on this subject include Herbert H. Isaacs, IIA Study on 
Crimes and Arrests in a Metropolitan Police Department~ Appendix B, Task 
Force Report, Science and Technology, Pr'esident's Commission on Law Enforce
ment and Administration of Justice, \~ashington, D.C., 1967,pp. 88-106; and by,· 
Clawson and Chang in Seattle to appear in a special issue of Management 
Science on Criminal Justice, A. Blumstein and R. Larson, co-guest editors. 

11. See for example Deborah H. Bertram and Alexander Vargo, IIResponse Time 
Analysis Study: Preliminary Findings on Robbery in Kansas CitY,1I The Police 
~hief, May; 1976, pp. 74-77. 
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of AVM decreased significantly. Also, the number of actual emergency alarms 

during Phase I was small, making a proper evaluation difficult due to small 

size. 

Although it is prematut~e to state a final conclusion r.egarding the 

officer safety aspects of AVM~ the St. Louis case does provide an excellent 

opportunity to review the human aspects of adding location information to 

police command and control. Behaviol"al and organizational factors are 

important in implementing CAD applications, but they are essential for 

installing AVM systems. A crucial link exists between attitudes and system 

technical performance. Before using the Phase I system, 64 percent of the-

officers in the experimental area--District 3--thought AVM was a "good 

idea. II Because of operational problems discussed above, aft~r the Phas~.I· 

implementation, only 39 percent still felt positively. If new systems are 

to receive the support of police personnel, hardware vendors must 

be accountable for system accuracy, maintenance and repair standards, 

system capacity and system adaptab"ilHy. Also, the operation of AV~1 relies 

heavily on well-motivated and trained,~ispatchers. Because the capabilities 

and motivations of dispatchers were mixed, this uneven quality contributed 

to the shift in attitudes. One of the most important aspects in impTement~, 

int new technology is developing the 'proper human/technol.ogy interface. The 

point at which this is especially vital ,with command and control·is' the 

link between the dispatcher and the new system. If the Phase II system 

being implemented city wide in St. Louis is to succeed, several behavioral and 

manageria 1 factors must be considered. These include: priority attention 

to the role of the dispatcher, an' effort by vendors and top man~gement to 
, ".~-' 

keep from "overpromising," the development of detailed standards for e"valu-

ation, ongoing dialogue an d feedback 
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concerni~g the system, careful involvement of top police supervisors, and 

a long-term corrmitment and-continuity of personnel. Further, sensitivity 

is }"equired concerning the potential for disciplinary abuse. The patrol 

officers' association in St. Louis has referred to AVM as a IIfancy cow 

bell for cops. II To the extent that AVM is used primarily as a means to 

justify discipline it will face strong officer resistance. On the other 

hand, if used as a means of encouraging better management and deployment 

of police personnel, officers may be more receptive to change. 

In fact, since the response time improvements of AVM seem dubious 

the "final evaluation will generally depend on shifts in command and control 

capabilities " pertaining to the ability of the dis-
, 

patcher to deploy (command) vehicles, especially under extraordinary circum-

stances, and the ability of patrol administrators to control and modify . , 

the manner in which patrol operations are conducted. Few results were 

available during Phase I regarding the potential of AVr~ for affecting 

patrol operations. The average cost of fielding a round-the-clock one

person patrol car usually exceeds $100,000 per year or) for a two-person 

patrol car, $200,000 per year. The total AVM cost at $2,000 per year, then, 

represents no more than 2 percent of the cost for a one-person car (or 1 

percent for a two-person car). Compared to the one-person car, if it could 

be shown'in Phase" II that AVM will increase the efficiency and effective

ness of the force "by x percent (because of better management of the forces), 

then AVM will provide at least x:2 return on the investment. If x is equal 

to 10 percent, for example, this would produce a 5:1 return on investment. 

Such analysis indicates that there is potential for management improve

ment, but again, the results will depend upon the ability of police adminis-

trators to utilize the new re~ource. An evaluation is being' 
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conducted of the Phase II implementation, and an attempt will be made. to 

measure changes, if any, on patrol operations. More conclusive findings must 

await this evaluation. 

Finally, more than just monetary factors must be considered when evalu

ating the advantages and disadvantages of AVM. The implications that such 
<f. 

innovations might have for police policy and .approach must also be con-

sidered. To the extent that AVM stresses rapid response to calls~for-

service and dispatching th~ closest car, it may conflict with an 

alternative approach to policing--the "one-person, one beat" approach that 

gives a patrol officer or team responsibility for a particular area. There

fore, a definitive review of-costs and benefits that will be applicqble to 

all police departments is probably impossible. Rather, the costs and ben~-

fits for each city will vary and must be reviewed depending on 
, , ' 

individual goals and priorities. 

D. The Implementation of Computer Technology 

Throughout the report vie have noted that how computer technol,ogy is 

implemented is crucial to success. Even with routine computer applic~tions the 

success has varied widely among police departments because of styl es 

of implementation and the fragmented ~ature of. law enforcement ~cti~tties. 

Wi~h nonroutine applications, where the success has been far more, limited, 
,! ' '. ·'·1Ii , ',.' ~ 

the process of implementation has been.partic~larly important. The. main· 

problems ha ve generally not been techni ca 1, per. . '. il' '\ 

5e; rather they have often been behavioral, organizational, and, dependent , 

upon the relationship between vendors and users,., The ~EAA hp~'lspent la'rge 

sums of money to support compu,ter techn.o)ogy" and comparatively spea~ing). they have 
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neglected the process tif implementing, .these innova-

tions. 

The time is now ripe to change this orientation. The conclusions of 

this report regarding the importance of implementation have been verified 

by numerous stUdies conducted both in law enforcement and in the 

more general applications of technol.ogy in the public sector. 12 The 

question is: IIWhat should be done?" 

First~ it is worth noting that people involved in promoting computer 

technology often make certain implicit or explicit assumptions. Some of 

these have been identified in this·report: 

o If the technology exists, there must be a need-and implementation 

should proceed. 

o If only the technical problems can be resolved, the implementa-

tion can move forward. 

o Time constraints mean that implementation must rely on a small 

group of supporters. 

o Law enforcement supervisors really don't need to understand 

how innovations work, they simply need to know how to use them. 

o The quicker the innovation can be installed, the better •. 

o If new technology is installed, positive results will automati

cally occur. 

Such assumptions often cause implementation to fail. Altho,ugh sometimes 

partially true and often undoubtedly expedient, they generally return to 

12. See, for example, Garry D. Brewer, Politicians, Bureaucr~ts'~cmd the 
Con~ultant (New York: Basic Books, 1~73J;and Martin Greenberger, ~1atthew 
A. Crenson, and Bl~ian L. Crissey, Models in the Policy Process, Public 
Decision Mak'jng in tile Computer Era:(New YOl"k: Russel Sage. Foundation, 
1976). 
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haunt the implementer and to bri~g the eventual demise of the effort. 

Based on the case studies and survey work in this report it is 

possible to develop a set of recommendations concerning the important 

factors to consider when implementing computer technology. The factors 

are divided into two categories: those related to the nature and the en

vironment of the innovation, and those related to the project management 

of the innovation. Each of these factors is a necessary but not sufficient 

aspect of successful implementation. 

1." Conditions related to the nature and ~nvironment of'the'innovation. 

Four factors seem especially important in this regard. 

o A cl ear and real i sti c understanding at the outset of the proj~~ 

of the policy issues involved. For example, when the LAPD "first 

began the LEMRAS project, they failed to appreciate the policy con

flict between the model and team policing. 

o A perceived need for change among those influenced by 'the ihno

vatiOn--both police administrators 'and officetsin the ~tteet~ 

One of the best indicators of this perceived need is ~ willing

ness to pay for change. Both San Diego and New York City "used 

their own money," so to speak, when installing CAD 

systems. Many of the recent Hypercube and PCAI't pol ice reSOUl"ce 

allocation modeling efforts have been funded directly by the de

partments involved. Although projects funded from the outside 

may sti 11 succeed, often there ,i:s 1 ess commi tment and support 

than in se"1 f-funded efforts. 

o Effective timing and system design so as to meet user needs. 

The first attempt at CAD';in SanDi~go failed mis~rably because 

those involved in the des'ign failed to -identify the, ne~ds of 

users. The second effort focused special attention on user 
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concerns and was implemented at a time when change seemed 

essential. The outcome was far more successful. 

o Jbe proper selection of priorities in implementing computer 

technology. The most important formula seems to be tQ.start 

with innovations that assist the officer in 
~------------ ----- ~ 
~e.t .. ,.. After thai; more nonroutine innovations can be 

developed. As we discussed earlier, computer technology has 

often been devoted to a narrow range of officer needs. The 

focus has been on crime and law enforcement activities. Per-

haps if greater attention were devoted to servjcELo.r..-o·r-der 
-

maintenance objectives, acceptance would increase. ---- -----~ -
2. Factors related to the projec,t management of innovation. Eight 

elements are included in this checklist for innovation. 

o p. long term time framework and perspective.. Eight years were 

spent in the implementation of the ADAM historical re-

porting system in Los Angeles. Such projects. 1r1~yj.t.sbly. 

take longer than initially planned, and if_a~ a.9_~quate 

timeframe is not allowed, frustration and rejection will 

ensue. 
---~-

o Involvement and quality of top-level leadership. Police 

~epartments tend to be fairly. dgid organizations with we'l1 

established cha'ins of command. Understanding, involvement 

and support from the top is essential if technological·inno

vations are t9 be implemented and uSRd. More than support 

ft'om the Chief is required, though. In addition,' a core of agency 

leaders is necessary if commitment is to be ma"irltained over 

time. 
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0' 'Involvement of other police personnel. Be~idesthe top 

commanders, police at the operating level must be involved 

~n the design and development of computer technology. One 

reason the resource allocation system faltered 

in St. Louis was because the field officers strongly r~

sisted a shift of only one hour in their daily schedules 

because ,it would have required them to commute to work during 

the normal rush hour traffic. 

o Caliber of c~mputer systems and technical staff. Individuals 

are required who have both technical skills as well as a broad 

perspective Which will allow them to see beyond computer 

technology to law enforcement needs and to communicate suc

cessfully with the police department. In order ,to attr~ct 

such individuals, cities must be willing to pay competitive 

wages. 

o Continuity of per'sonnel. ExpeY'ience has shown that, as advo

cates for technological inno\la.tion move, thei-nnovation often 

dies. Change in personnel is inevitable, but at the same t"ime, 

a certain degree of continuity must be mainta'ined. 
. 

o Effective training, education, ahd inforfuation diss~mina;ion. 

The process of communi cati on' i s'often at the' heart ofeffet'tive 

innovation. Carefully designed training progr~ms prov~de'ih 

important link in such communicat~on.However, innbvators' 

must also be prepared .to listen to feedback and 'the dialogue 

process must be two way. 

o Emphasis placed on .human-computer interaction. There 'is,,'some

times a tendency to consider computer technology as a 
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replacement for people. This is both unrealistic and in

efficient. One of the most critical variables for the 

efficient and effective operation of any computer system is 

the development of the proper balance in the interaction be-

tween man and machine. 

o Unbiased evaluation. A careful (and, if possible, independent) 

evaluation should be an integral part of any implementation 

effort. 

Twelve conditions for effective implementation have been outlined 

,above. Obviously it is impossible to expect that they 

can all be met whenever computer techno16gy is implemented .. However, they are 

a checklist to keep in mind when considering the imple-

mentation process. There is no one simple answer to assure success. On the 

other hand, "it is clear that in the past we have failed to devote adequate 

attentibn to the implementation and diffusion of innovation in law enforce

ment. ~lh'ile trying not to raise our expectations beyond reach, it should 

be possible to concentrate ou~ efforts ~t more effective evaluation and 

transfer, where appropriate. 

One of the first steps is to facilitate a better quality control over 

transactions between vendors and users. By far, the primary promoters and 

agents for technoiogical change in 1aw enforcement'are. those who are market

ing and selling their products to the police. Although I do not advocate 

strict legislation or government regulation, it maybe the time to begin to 

establish 'informal "truth in technology" standards. In the 'cAD area, for 

examp'/ e, S,;m Di ego and New York City both devel oped standa';~ds to-'eVCll uate . -"'~"'''. 

vendor performance. A broader evaluat"ion of CAD could help to identify the 

utility of such systems fo~" different police departments and to outline 
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detailed specifications that could be applied in various circumstances. 

With AVM, the experience in St. Louis has already assisted in spelli~g out 
> 

possible,performance measures that could be applied concerning accuracy, 

maintenance and repair, system capacity and system adaptability.13 Such 

standards win not only help to establish a basic level of performance, they 

will help to encourage the developmeht of better technology and better 

models. 

In addition, a good deal of attention in the literatul~e is given to trying to 

"bridge the gap" between the builders, of technology and the users. For 

example, some have argued for the need for more "engineers" in the technology 

process 14 and others have .ca 11 ed for the, development of a new breed of 

researchers/pragmatists-~model analyze.rs,:,,-as highly ski.11ec! professionals 

and astute practitioners able to review both the needs formodeliDg and for 

controlling and directing the model builder: "The, model analyz,er would be., 

neither model builder nor mo~el user, but in a middle positi~n' between the 

two, empathetic with both.,,15 I am s kept i ca 1 about the po.s.s i b i1 i ty 

of institutionalizing either of these on a large scale-in, the law enforce-· 

ment community. Police are often suspicious of change, particularly;change 

promoted from the outside. 

13. See Richard C. Larson, Kent W. Colton and Gilbert C. Larson, "E'valuation 
of a Pol ice Implemented AVM System: Phase r, with Recommendat·ions. for Other _ 
Cities," pp. 61-63, summary report of work performed by Public Systems 
Evaluation, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., funded by Grant No. 75NI..,99-0014, " 
Nati6nal Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, LEAA, U.S. De
partment of Justice. 

14. Jan Chaiken, et a1.; Criminal Justice Models: An Ove~view •. 
,~, .. ", 

................ _ ... 

15. Martin Greenberger, et al., ModeJ~ in the Police Process, 'Publit De
cision Making in the Computer Era, p.339. 
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However, it has become apparent in analyzi~g the implementation of law 

enforcement technology, that a new breed of police officers is beginning to 

emerge. These officers have "come up through the ranks" and have, therefore, 

"paid their dues" and are respected within the police community. At the 

same time, they have experienced both the advantages and the limitations of 

new technology. Rather than trying to teach outside engineers about police 

practices and policies, it may be more pfofitable to cultivate this inside 

set of "police technology experts. II For example, there may be ten or twenty 

members of police departments around the country who have developed real 

expertise in implementing CAD systems and a sense of the standards that 

should be applied. Perhaps they could serve as consultants to other de

partments in implementing CAD'techn0.lEgy. In essence they E:ould become a 

"pool of resources ll in special areas of concentration to aid in,the dfffusion 

process. Hm'iever, they must maintain their independence from vendors or 

others who have a vested interest in the technology transfer process. 
-Finally, it is essential to remember that one of the most critical 

elements of success is that the desire for change must come from within, not 

without. Better evaluation and standards of performance can help educate 

pol ice departments as to the advantages and 1 imitati ons of technol,ogy, and 

"pools of resources II from within and without the law enforcement community 

might establish a two-way communication to facilitate'diffusion. Still, the 

final desire for change and the specific design and implementation of alter

natives must come from the police department involved. 

There is a human tendency to seek direct solutions and to try to .class

ify actions as either failures or successes. In the area of implementation, 

though, there seems to be no one absolute, single answer. Rather, the 

correct prescription must come from a confluence of factors. EV2n then, some 
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implementation efforts will succeed, some will fail, and others \'Ii11 fall 

somewhere in betwe~n. Hopefully, we can learn from all three situations. 

Eva1uat"ion is necessary to weed out unjust'ified innovations, but it should 

be r~membered that the field of computer technology is still in its infancy. 

The first commercially sold stored program computer, the Universal Automatic 

Computer, or Univac 1, was built only 26 years ~go in 1951. The third 

generation of computers has been commercially available only since the late 

1960s. Perfpction'should not be expected instantly in an area s6 young and 

rapidly changing. On the other hand, a certain mystique as well as com

mercial force surrounding the appli~ation of computers has led to high 

hopes. and to major oversell. In reality, the state of the art is often fa,r 

less than the general impression one ~ets from the literature. As time goes 

forward, expectat';ons should become more realistic and our ability to per

form wi 11 improve.' 

E. Concl us i on 

Even if computer techno l,09Y can be 'impl emented successfully, important 

questions remain about the final impact of this technology and the benefits 

and costs. The Crime Commission's report in 1967 stressed the use of techno

logy in law enforcSment, it was optimistic about the potential 

for such innovation. Since then we have lear.neda great dea1. Quick solu

tions should not be expected, and costs accompany any benefits that are 

achieved. In a narrow se~se, this report has found that there are ~echnical 

and service impacts' stemming from th'e routine use of computer technology, and 
" 

in the area of nonroutine tise, indications of techn;cal and service improve-

ments have been documented. However, we have also learned to expect t 
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little impact from computer .technol,ogy on crime and the basic law enfor'ce

ment issues. Crime is rooted in an infinite mix of factors;' technology can 

do little ~o'alter these conditions. Earlier, we stated that no one should 

expect the computer to change the direction of law enforcement dramatically. 

The findings of the report confirm this conclusion. The best that can be 

expected are marginal improvements. Still, it is relevant to ask: IIWhat power 

impacts will technology have and what changes, if any, can be expected in the 

personnel, tasks and structure of the police?" 

Determining such power impacts poses a more difficult research problem 

than probing technical or process oriented service impacts. No major shifts 

have .been identified, but subtle cha.nges may be forthcoming. The emphasis. 

in Kansas City on conducting computer searches versus other types of law 

enforcement activities is one indication and the conflict between team 

policing and the LEt~RAS/ADAM system in Los A,ngeles is another. To the ex

tent that computer techno' ogy pl aces, grea~_er emphasi s on quantita.!L~~,~~· 

proaches to the law enforcement problem, shifts may occur. 

Clearly, per'sonnel in the law enforcement community have had more 

impact on technology than the reverse, but again, subtle shifts may occur in 

the future. Our .survey resul ts have shown that peopl e with more quantitative 

backgrounds Seem to be gaining in terms of their importance in police de

partments and those who have a greater ability to utilize computer technology 

may increase in im~ortance in po)ic~ departments. 

Finally, there is some evidence that computer technol,ogy may lead to a 

greater centralization of police structure and power. However, based on 

closer examination it seems that computers themselves do not cause central

ization or decentralization. Rather, they are too1s tnat can be used to 

move in either direction. Centralization may be the most common result~ but 
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not necessarily. 

chi efs, severa 1 

. , 

In ,fact, in',telephone interviews with police 

indicated that, with the co~puter, decision 

makina was becoming more decentraliz~d. Bec~use .more information is avail-
w . , 

able to field staff and district commandets, they should be able to make 

wise'r decisions. 

Students of technology and'society havela.rgely abandoned the view 

that computers and other technologies 0i11 impinge directly on institutions 

and organizations, causing dtamatic ,collisions and changes of d'irection. 

Computer technology does not create social forces or trends; rather~~ the 

application and the use of new techn01pgies are strongly influenced by 

poli~ical forces and social values. This is especially true in the law 

enforcement area. During the iast decade, for example, a number of scho'lar.;s 

have debated the natUl~e and causes of the crime p}~oblem, only" 

to realize how difficult it is to tr'ace the relation~hips between alternative 

IIsolutions" and the crime rate .. Never1:heless, technology may wel1 s~lpport 

or enhance establ i shed trends or directions of change. They may make power- . 

ful people mote powerful, and established practices more set~ 

There is a range of vi ews about the use of computel~S and technologyi n 

OUl" society.' At one extreme are those who s.ee the increasi,ng movement' . 

towards a technological society as'da,ngel~ous·, a movement that win: take us"' 

away from the "good life. 1I Scientific )"'ationality and. technolog1?cal p'rog'r'ess' 

may have questionable results and set LIP ,a chain reaction. that we may not be' , 

able to reverse. 16 At the other extteme are' the technologists, the ch~mpions 
of the rational, scientific approach, and, the vendor's: who sell thefr prodUcts 

16. For an interesting presentation of this argument see Abbe Mowshowitz 
TheCongljest of Will: Informat'ion Processin in ,Human .Affairs, ·(Reading, 
Nassachusetts: Addi-5on-W~s 1 ey, :1976. . 
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They argue that the benefits of technology outweig~~ its 

costs and tend to oversell their products and to promi se more than they can 

denver. This report concludes that the truth lies somewhere between. On 

the one hand,computer technology has become a part of law enforcement activ

ity. Rather than trying to unrealistical1y halt this reality, the most 

useful orientation is to evaluate current needs and progress and to promote 

change where it is appropdate. On th'e othel' hand, we must admit that many 

of our efforts at technological innovation have failed. Promises have been 

overextended, expectations have not been met, and resources have been 

wasted. The answer to our problems'does not lie in hardware; it lies in 
---

basic value jU,dgments and in people. In talking about a computer applica-
C -~.'¥.-.. ~--<,-",-".."-.,.-,,,,,,,"~=, 
tion in his police department, one police sergeant astutely remarked: 

liThe computer terminal in the car is an effort by the 
police department to professionalize from a hardware 
approach. This is O.K., but the more we concentrate on 
hardware, the farther we move from the basic people issues. 
The real police problems don't have technical solutions. 
Instead, it's the people who are screwed up, and we need 
more people-to-p:::ople-type effol~ts in police departments, 
such as improvements in communication, increased motiva
tion, productivity modifications, better interpersonal 
relations, etc. In short, instead of hardward solutions~ 
we need policy resolutions of the basic issues of the 
police force. The result of the computer ma~ be to take 
our minds off wl-iat are tfielil0)~~importamssues':'iIf-r:-
__________ -_"" __ '"_._._."~'_~_" .. '.« .. ~,_'C"_ .. 

In summary, most arguments against the computer are made on the grounds 

that too' much money is currently being spent on law enforcement technol,ogy, 

particularly when it is not clear that the benefits of such technolpgy justi-" 

f.y the costs. This study has found such arguments to be valid in a number of 

cases, but in others, it appears that as long as benefits are defined in 
narrow, process -oriented terms, they sometimes do justify 

17. Interview between Kent W. Colton and a police sergeant in Oakland, 
Cal ifornia, '1974. 
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the costs, particularly with routine applications. (Naturally, success 

regarding use varies from department to department.) Further, this ef

ficiency may continue to develop with time as computer technol.ogy becomes 

more sophisticated, and particularly as police department~ get better at 

handling the organizational and behavioral problems which often accompany 

the introducti o~ JQJ technology and the impl ementati on of cha,nge. Cer'ta i nly 

at this stage oversell and unmet expectations exist in many departments. 

Stil1, computer' technology is in its comparative infancy, and time 

may bring some alterations in the oper'ations of law enforcement 

work as a consequence of the computer. 

However, there are other"issues surrounding the use of the computer 

that are even more important than those of costs and benefits. The use of 

computer' technol,ogy by the po1ice must be placed in perspective. The most 

pr'essing law enforcement questions at this time ar'e to define the basic 

task of the police, to identify how ":he patrolman's time is l'!eal1y being 

spent, to determine the cOr'r'ect allocation of resources 

and to determine if current recruiting and traini~g practices 

complement the basic needs and priorities of the police. The computer (along 

with proper analysis) may help in a small way to resolve these issues, but 

until this is done, the implementation of the computel~ may also serve to 

reinforce the status quo, to lock in and substantiate our present·apptoach, 

and to indirectly countermand major innovation, if.required. This can 

cause anxiety about the negative effects of 

computer technology on the grounds of the changes that it won I t brin] "instead 

of those that it will. The computer would be a fantastic tool if it could 

help solve socio-economic problems of our society such as racism, inequalit.Y 

and poverty; Ot even at a less comprehensive 1 eve"' if it cou1d answer some 
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of the basic issues which the law enforcement COmml)nity faces today such 

as defining the basic task of the police, structuring police departments 

and sel~cting candidates for police service. The computer has a role 

to play in police departments, but it is only a machine and as such, its 

lise should always be considered in the overall law enforcement 

context. 

The greatest strengths of computer techology seem closely related to 

its greatest weaknesses. Computers have the potential to aid in criminal 

justice activities through rapid communication, better information and 

perhaps a more rational approach t6 decision-making. We must realize that 
-

there are limits to the benefits of this technology, though, and not over-

estimate its potential. However, these very benefits, if not properly -con

trolled or planned, may result in misuse, unintended consequences, wasted 

resources, and frustrations. Expanded computer use by the police is 

at a crucial point and now is the time to point to a new direction, one 

slanting toward attention to evaluation and implementation, 

stressing performance standards and transfer, and realizing that 

police playa broader role in society than simply fighting crime. Such 

a new direction requires careful consideration so that the strengths of 

technology can be judiciously marshalled and the weaknesses and potential 

risks prudently forestalled. 
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RECO~it~ENDATIONS TO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

By now it should be apparent that there is no one common solution 

concerning the application of computer technology by the police. Two 

extremes have been identified. At one extreme are the technologists, 
~-----.. ..~,-" ....... -----... --"---."-.. --

those who argue for the increasing use of the computer. Their vested -------_.:..----'-----
interest is greatest in the sale and success of increasing ~omputer use. 

At the other extreme al'e thos_ewho argue that neither the technQJo..gy nor 

the expense has yielded much benefit_tu.law-enforcement.· They feel the 
-.... -.~'-~-~ ....... ~ - -' >~-- ........ - ..... "--,, . . ------ ........ ".~-.-

use of technology by the police should be discontinued. 

Our conclusion is that the truth is somewhere between. On the one 

hand, there are no quick or easy solutions. Computer technology will 

have little impact on crime. It is a major mistake to oversell t~e 

potential. On the other hand, a number of technical and service benefits 
----------------------------------~~. 

have been achieved through the effective use of computer techn,ology. The 
------

key is to de~elop a series of policies that will pursue a modified course 

through the middle ground v.Ji"th em~lUQlementation and evaluation. 

With this in mind, five overlapping recommendations can be made to the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

Fi~st, standards of performance for technological innovations should 

be established. One reason for many of the past technological fai1ures was 

police departments! uncertainty abou.t what to expect and require from ven

dors who oversold their product. \~e now have enough experience.vJ.ith a 

number of app 1 i cati ons of computet' technology to estab'j ish performance 

standal'ds that coul d be used by po ,.j ce departments throughout the countr·y. 
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CAD is an appropriate illustration. Based on the San Diego~ New York 
, ' , 

City, and othE?r experiences, a standard set of specifications for CAD 

which would' probably vary, accordi,n9 to city size and communication work

load, could be deve'loped as a guideline for interested departments (and 

vendors). By beginning to set IItruth in technologyll standards the LEAA 

could make an important contl"ibution to computer technology. 

Further evaluation is a pre-requisite to establishing such standards. 

This Y'eport only scratches the surface. Many of the early technology 

efforts that ~"ere imp'lemented and funded by the LEAA failed to include 

evaluation steps and little good data are available to ascertain their 

success or failure. In recent ~ears LEAA has placed greater emphasis on 

evaluation, and the National Institute for Law EnfOt~cement and Criminal 

Justice has spent millions of dollars for evaluation. Stil1, evaluation 

efforts should be linked more closely with decisions for future funding. 

When projects are implemented, an evaluation p)"ugram should be part of the 

design so that comparative data can be collected on the technical, opera

tional, and attitudinal impacts. 

, l~hen failure occurs it must be rec·ognized. For examp1e, within the 

next several years important conclusions may be reached concerning the 

impact of various technological innovations on response time and the utility 

of response-time imgrovements. If the Phase II AVM experiment in St: Louis 

indicates that the goals and objectives have hot been met, it will be impor

tant to widely publicize these results. Final1ys as evaluation proceeds, we 

should not expect significant impacts on crime. Rather f we must carefully 

define our objectives and look to other measures of polJ.ce performance 

related not only to crime fighting but to service and order maintenance 
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activities. Continued attention by the LEAA to devise measures of success 

and failure is essential in any evaluation effort. 
~~-,-.---::'-------:---:-. . -,--------------'--------. 

~d; federal resources tend to be deVoted to funding "new" and 

~innovati~e" ideas; although innovation is important and experimentation 

essential, the results of this study indicate that 

be devoted to following through on ideas that have proved successful. 
L---,-~-:--:---:-:---::------7--------'---....) 

extent tha t federa" res,Q..lJr~~3!r.~~Qnly"app¥~0~r-4ated-~f.Qr-·new·-i·Elea·s~; ··innev·a ...... 
---------~.,.-

tions can only occur jJJ_s_e.Lect.ed .. .depa~:'..tments. It may be more appropriate '"-- ~ .... -, .. ----'~.~...,~. 

for the police and the LEAA to identify areas where computer technology has 

achieved success so far and to assist other departments to expel~ience simi-

1 ar benefits. 

Thirds based on evaluation and performance standards, clearer prior-

ities should be o~tlined dealing with computer technology. In talking to 

police departments around the country, a number of people characterized 

the LEAA system of funding as haphazard and undirected. The block grant , . 

system,which tdes to avoid excessive federal direction, naturally contl~i-

butes to this perception. Although.I am skeptical about the poss~bility 

of developing a grand master plan for the application of technology, greater 

efforts cOLd d be made by the LEAA to assembl e and channel the i nforma. ti on 

that has been gained to date when setting funding priorities. Future 

fund~ng should be, based on a better understanding of what has worked and 

what has failed in the past. 

Fourt'1., police departments need greater flexibility in working with 
~ 

vendors. Funding is often the key. In providing money, the LEAA must 

set up constraints and time dimensions. However, one of the reasons for 

the success of the CAD system in San Diego was their a'bility to withhold 

funds until the promised product was delivered. In several cases included in 
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this report involving LEAA funds, payments had to be made to vendors by a 

particular time. The process of extending the, grant was complex, and the 

flexibility in working with vendors was therefore limited. 

Fifth and finally, greater attention should be paid to the'imple

mentation and transfer of computet technology. It has become fashionable 

in recent years to talk about technology transfer. Let us be the first to 
"""--'''~ 

admit that there is no master scheme for the effective implementation 

of technology or for the magic transfer of an innovative system from one 

department to another. However, the LEAA can help to promote sensitivity' 

to the behavioral and institutional dimensions of innovation. Alth~ugh we 
-

may not know exactly what to do in every case, we do have a good idea as 

to what not to do. For example, failure to devote ample attention to the 

education and training of dispatchers when implementing a CAD or AVM system 

is a guarantor of trouble. 

Recent LEAA legislation has emphasized technical assist-

ance. The problem now, though, is that there is often little tie betv1een 

technical assistance and an ongoing long~term committment to implementation. 
-=---- • ~ 
In fact, those providing technical assistance are usually available on a 

short-term basis only, are unfamiliar with the background and envjron-

ment in the police department, and may even have special interests or in-

formal contacts among vendors. Further,'systems specialists have been assigned' 

to all ten LEAAregions. However, they have litt"le link with' techni-' 

cal assistance, are overburdened with responsibilities within the bureau

cracy, and often have expertise in only limited technical (let alone 

behavioral and organizational) areas. 

An alternative system for technical assistance is worth considering, 

although this report will not attempt to outl'ine such a py'.ogram in detail. 
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First) jf priority al~eas for implementation and transfer of l~outine and 

nonroutine computer applications are selected 

~I in each of these priority areas 

IIpoolsll would rely ()n people from government, 

~~ 
based on evaluation, IIpools !l 

~~ . can be identified. Such ~ 

from law enforcement and from 

the academic community. They could provide a }~esource of talent to aid in 

the transfer process. Second, performance standards could be developed in 

each of these areas and educational mater.ial could be made available out-

lining both the advantages and disadvant.ages of new technology. Third$ if 

a police department is interested in innovation (and it is essential that 

the identification of need be from ~ithin) then people from these ('pools of 

resources II could be made available to such departments to assist in the 

transfer process. The Office of Technology Transfer in the National Insti

tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice already provides funding for 

police departments to travel to other cities to investigate innovation. 

The communication must be two-way, though. Not only should interested parties 

visit other areas, those who have achieved success might be given the oppor

tunity to travel to an area interested in implementing cha.nge and to provide 

them with ongoing advice on what steps to follow. When Salt Lake City 

began to consider CAD, they sought help from the police captain in San 

Diego who had been instrumental in the implemen':ation effort in that city. 

Such assistance now only occurs on a limited basis, thqugh. 
'""--""'"---- - . "--.----"'-_ .. ..,...,,--._------

Naturally, those who have aChieved Success will have only limited 

time to offer, and instant transfer will not occur. However, a small por

tion of the millions spent on providing police depa~tments with co~puter 

technology could appropriately be set aside to provide impartial advice 

concerning its implen,entation, and to relate tran~fer and technical 
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assistance to a more realistic perspective of how local ch~nge really 

occurs in the law enforcement commun"ity. 
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APPENDIX B: RESUf1E OF EVALUATOR 

William R. Partridge has 25 years of professional experience 

involving management systems, operations research, data processing, 

personnel development, and general management. He currently is an 

ind~pendent consultant after serving for four years as director of 

The University of Net·, t·lexico Criminal Justice Program. His prior 

criminal justice e~perience includes six years.a~ a consultant en

gaged in a wide range of evaluation projects and system design and 

implementation programs. 

Partridge holds a B.A. degree from Pomona College based on en

gineering and liberal arts studies. After completing an M.P.A~ 

program ut the t1axvlell Graduate School, Syracuse Uiliversit./', Partridge 

obtained an M.B.A. with a concent~ation in operations research from 

the Graduate School ~f Business, U.C.L.A. "He is completing Ph.D. 

requirements at The University of Ne\'1 r'1exico. 

Partridge is the subject of n6tice in Who's Who In The West and 

The Dictionat'y of International Biography. 
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